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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE	DE
2	5	AE	AD	X	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE	DE
3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	DE
5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	D2
			 Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Odds greater than 7:1 are automatically DE.
   Combat Results Definitions:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.  Breakthrough:  For any panzer units part of a Panzerkeil formation, those units may tactically advance (together) and then attack one more time, either independently or immediately combining with another initial (not breakthrough) attack
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED.  Defender may continue to retreat up to 2-(Dn) hexes.  (EX:  So on a D1, up to 1 more.)
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED. Some or all Defenders MAY be voluntarily withdrawn a maximum of 2 hexes, if Defender chooses.  Attacker may then be able to Advance.
·	X = Exchange.  Defending units whose factor-modified defense factors are at least equaled by attacking units' factors are Eliminated along with those attacking units.  Surviving attackers may advance as for D1 result, if the hex is vacated.  Defending units surviving an actual exchange suffer a D result instead.  Fortification line factors must be lost before units, and if any units survive on them, the fortification line survives.  Exchange is not mandatory but if chosen must be as large as possible within that restriction.  The attacker may instead opt for a "-" - no effect on either side - result and must do so if he lacks attacking factors necessary to exchange away even just the first defending unit eligible to be exchanged.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated

General Rule:  A unit does not have to attack an enemy unit - even an UnDisrupted enemy army - simply because it moves adjacent to it.  However, all UnDisrupted German korps adjacent to any attacking Russian units which are in fact attacking another German unit adjacent to both in a given phase must also be attacked.  this is also true for UnDisrupted Russian armies behind Russian fortification lines.  Axis attacks may be cancelled, unless they are required by previous attacks.  Once allocated, before any attacks are resolved, Russian attacks may never be cancelled.
Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player and may not move or attack in the owning player’s turn.  An already Disrupted Entrenched army loses its Entrenchment if Disrupted again.  Otherwise, an already Disrupted unit suffering another Disruption just remains so.  Additionally, attacking results are read 1 odds column higher against any Disrupted units in a stack.  Disrupted units still receive any defensive terrain bonuses.  
Recovery from Disruption:  German units are recovered from Disruption at the end of the Axis player's turn.  Red-labeled Russian Guards units recover at the end of the Russian player's turn.  Other Russian units are recovered at the start of the German player's first combat phase, unless they are being re-attacked.  In that case, if a non-Disrupting "-", AD or AE is the combat result, the defending units are recovered from Disruption after the attack like the un-attacked units were.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are at that moment out of supply.
Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, or for any of his units to which the Defender gives "No Retreat!" orders, D1->D and D2 ->DE. The Attacker must ask the Defender if he chooses “No Retreat!” before any battle is resolved.  If he forgets, a D1 is counted as a D with no risk to the defending unit.  If the Defender declares No Retreat!, the Attacker may declare a Forced EXchange, although the cost is higher:  D1 = an equal exchange as normal, D = 1.5xX, X = 2xX, AD = AE.  The Russian player must declare a Forced Exchange before the die is rolled.  The German player may declare it after the die is rolled.

Pressed Attack!:  An attacker may declare a Pressed Attack! before the defender might declare his No Retreat! option.  If so, the combat result is read one column higher for the best 3 numbers rolled on the die or is read one column lower for German attacks and 2 columns lower for Russian attacks for the worst 3 numbers rolled on the die.  This may not be used if the worst odds would be below 1:5, though, of course.

Tactical Retreats must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat (but not through movement-blocking enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units or fortresses) and no closer to the enemy units which attacked. If possible, they must also be away from the attackers' hexes, although if not possible that doesn't eliminate them.  Defending units may not retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked, even if the hex which would be moved into is occupied by a friendly unit, unless retreating into/behind a friendly fortification line hex into which no enemy ZOC can be exerted.  Defending units may not retreat into or through a friendly-occupied hex under an as yet unresolved attack.
 
Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Combat:
On a DE, or D2 combat result, tank and cavalry units may tactically advance up to 2 hexes, except in Mud or if the tank unit is crossing or would cross a river or enter a forest or swamp hex.  Other units may advance only 1 hex.  All units may only advance 1 hex on a D1 result, unless the defender voluntarily retreats farther.  Zone of Control movement restrictions are still in effect for advancing infantry and cavalry, but not for tanks/panzers moving into/through the vacated hex. 
  For advancing cavalry or tank/panzer units, the last hex of advance entered may be other than the defender’s retreat route, as long as the defender‘s original defended hex is entered by units at least equal to the defender‘s modified defensive factor value. As long as that requirement is met by other units, a tactical advance could also be (only) 1 hex into an empty hex adjacent to the defended one, unless prevented by  ZOC restrictions or an active German (but not Russian) fortification line.  On a DE combat result, units may tactically advance regardless of EZOCs, as long as the first hex entered is the defended one.

"Zones of Control (ZOCs)” - Units' influence on adjacent hexes.  (See also Supply.)
  An operationally moving unit is required to stop when it enters a hex adjacent to an enemy Russian army or German korps - Disrupted or not - or 2 UnDisrupted German divisions, stacked together or separately.  A unit may not move (1 hex, directly) from one Enemy ZOC to another EZOC of a an enemy unit/hex exerting a ZOC, or if that would entail crossing a river or a fortification line.  (However, if not violating that rule a unit may always make a special 1-hex move out of one enemy unit’s ZOC and into a different enemy unit’s ZOC.)
  A unit may make a special 1-hex move regardless of enemy ZOCs, if moving onto a hex already occupied by a friendly unit, even if that hex was just occupied by the friendly unit during the same movement phase..
  Units with their combat factors enclosed in brackets or parentheses - [ ] or ( ) have no ZOCs.  Enemy ZOCs do not extend across and into friendly fortification lines, but any unit's ZOCs extend out of them, of course.

Reinforcements and Replacements:
Reinforcements:  The Russian 11th Army, 4th Guards Army, and 4th Tank Army come in onTula UnDisrupted on Turns 2,3, and 4.
Replacements:  The Russians may return to the game 1 eliminated tank (not mechanized) attack factor per turn, arriving UnDisrupted on Tula or Voronezh.  These factors may be accumulated, until they can replace an eliminated tank army too.
"Stacking" Limits:
  For the Germans this is 3 units - of which no more than 2 may be korps, only one of which can be a panzerkorps.  For the Russians this is any 2 units, plus an ArtKor.  This limit applies during operational movement.  Any unit operationally or tactically moving onto or through a hex in excess of this stacking limit is Disrupted at the completion of its movement.  (Note that a player may stack as many units as he wishes in a hex, and once the violaters are recovered from Disruption, they may join in any attack from the hex.)  If the limit must be violated by retreating units from other hexes - the Defending player may voluntarily eliminate any of his retreating units instead - all the units in the violated hex are Disrupted and, if he wishes, the defending player may also retreat those units up to 2 hexes from the original, attacked hex.

Operational Movement:
·	A German panzer unit has an Operational Movement Factor (OMF) of 4, and a German infantry unit has an OMF of 2.  A Russian mobile unit (including the Artillery Korps in road-mode) has an OMF of 3, a Russian Guards infantry/rifle army has an OMF of 2, and all other Russian armies and the Hungarian infantry corps have an OMF of 1.  It costs 1 movement factor for every hex entered.  For other costs, see Terrain Effects.
·	Additionally, there is an Operational Movement Bonus (OMB) of 2 movement factors for any Axis unit and 3 movement factors for any Russian unit, with restrictions.  A unit does not get to use the OMB if: 1. It is going to attack. 2.It enters or vacates a ZOC of an UnDisrupted Russian army or German korps not already occupied by a friendly unit.  It may receive the OMB without Disruption if moving into the ZOC of a Disrupted enemy unit (as long as, again, it doesn't attack).
·	Blitzkrieg/Proriv:  A player may move and attack with some units and then after those battles have been resolved move and attack with any of his units which have not yet moved.  Blitzkrieg/Proriv units' basic OMF is reduced by 1, but they still get an OMB, if eligible.
·	The hex of a unit with its combat factor(s) in brackets - [ ]s - which is alone in the hex can be entered, destroying that unit without need for attack.

Special Units and the Panzerkeil - panzer wedge - Formation:
·	If an UnDisrupted German panzerkorps is stacked with or already contains a(n UnDisrupted) Tiger battalion or the Ferdinand detachment or already contains Tigers - the 2nd SS Panzerkorps - a Panzerkeil marker may be placed on it.  It attacks the hex-side it is pointed toward with a 1-shift combat odds column bonus.  (If 2 Panzerkeil formations are attacking a hex, their bonuses can be combined.)  If a Panzerkeil is itself attacked only head-on, or on a forward flank, the Russian attack drops 1 column.  If any of the attackers are attacking a rear flank, the attacking odds column is unchanged, and if any Russian units are attacking directly from its rear, the attack gets a 1-column bonus shift.  The German player may put eligible units in Panzerkeil formation at the start of his turn.  They lose that due to combat, from any Disrupting combat result, on the attack or defense.
·	Russian Artillery Preparation Korps:  If attacked (still) in road mode, an ArtKor is eliminated by a D2 or worse combat result.  If attacked Emplaced, it is eliminated by a D1 or worse combat result, unless the position is held with a No Retreat! defense.  Note that it is only Emplaced at the very start of the Russian player-turn, before any movement.  When attacking alone or with other ground units, ArtKor suffer no negative combat results at all, and they cannot be used in an EXchange or accompany a tactical advance after combat.  When defending, they of course do suffer those.  When attacking alone, a good combat result can be no better than a D, with the Defender having the right to voluntarily withdraw.
·	Ferdinands:  Any combat result against it resulting in its Disruption - AD attacking or D or worse defending - eliminates the Ferdinands!  (They had no protection against close-assaulting infantry.)
·	Panthers:  Despite Hitler's high hopes for them, the not-yet-ready-for-prime-time Mark V panzer Panthers had terrible teething problems.  After operationally moving it, roll a die and divide the result in half - fractions rounded up - to see what the 10th Brigade's maximum OMF should have been.  If the move exceeded its allowed movement, the 10. Brigade is Disrupted on the hex it was limited to.  Its OMB is only 1.  It can also be destroyed by an AD or (on defense) D2 combat result.  It has a 50% chance of breaking down - stopping, Disrupted - with every hex tactically advanced after combat.
Fortresses, Entrenchment, and Terrain Effects: 
·	Entrenchment:  If it isn't moved and doesn't attack, an UnDisrupted infantry unit can be Entrenched and receive 1 additional combat factor on defense.  The entrenchment is lost if its army moves or is moved off of it or attacks  Already Disrupted entrenched defending armies lose their entrenchments if they are Disrupted again.
·	·	Fortification Line hexes:
·	·	General rules:  Fortification line hexes can never be Disrupted, although units on them can be.  They do not exert ZOCs by themselves.  Enemy ZOCs cannot be exerted across/into them from their front.  If any of (the) attackers are attacking (or, if it is empty, moving into) a fort. line from behind it, it has no defensive strength.  Lost fort. line hexes' powers can be restored if they are retaken by the owning player.  All fortification line hexes can be taken by a D2, DE, or eXchange combat result, with attacking factors paying for the fort. line hex first.  See also Supply.
·	·	Each German 1st fortification line hex has an intrinsic strength of 2 toward the enemy, unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the line, in which case the strength is only 1.  It cannot be taken by just a D1 combat result.  German fort. line hexes defend "actively" - are mutually supporting like UnDisrupted German korps - but only support each other without defending German korps.  See the Russian 2nd and 3rd fort. lines for the others.
·	·	The Russian 1st fortification line's hexes also have an intrinsic strength of 2 facing the enemy - but none to the side - while the 2nd and 3rd Russian fort. lines' hexes give a defense bonus of 1 factor only if any Russian unit occupies them, and they may be crossed from the front by the Germans, unless prevented by Russian units' ZOCs.  Russian fort. line hexes can be taken by a D1 combat result, unless nullified by "No Retreat!" orders.
·	Major (large, gray-shaded) City:  Up to +2 defense factors if matched by any infantry units defending in it.
·	Cross-River:  Attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column, unless more than half of the attacking factors are on the same side of the river as the defenders.  Panzer/tank units crossing or attacking across a river or tactically advancing across one must pay 1 additional movement factor to do so.
·	Forest:  Any one infantry unit defending in a forest hex receives 1 additional combat factor on defense.
·	Hill - hex J8:  Any one unit defending on that hill receives 1 additional combat factor on defense.
·	“Edge of the World”:  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard are eliminated.

Supply: 
·	For the Germans, a supply line of hexes of any length back to a western or southern mapboard edge hex   For the Russians, it is back to an eastern or northern mapboard edge hex. A supply line cannot be traced through (or from) an enemy-occupied hex or a hex adjacent to and accessible by an enemy unit with a Zone of Control.  It can be traced through any friendly unit which does not have its combat factor(s) in brackets - [ ].  It can also be traced back through (from behind) enemy fortification lines.  Units cannot be recovered from Disruption if they are out of supply.
·	The odds of attacks by attackers including any unsupplied units are reduced by 1 odds column, and after the combat is resolved and any tactical advance, the unsupplied units are Disrupted, as they are by making any operational movement at all. Attacks on unsupplied units are raised one combat odds column. The supply status for combat is determined at the moment of attack/defense.
·	Unsupplied units are not eliminated just by being Disrupted during Supply Status Determination.

Setup - units may be Entrenched, and eligible German units may already be in Panzerkeil formation at the start:
·	Historical:  Position all units on their locations on the map.  German units marked N may be placed anywhere on and north of hex-row M.  German units marked S may be placed anywhere south of that.
·	Nonhistorical, if both players agree to that:  All infantry and artillery units are placed in their designated map locations.  Then armored units are placed, starting with the largest, alternating back and forth - the German placing the first armored unit, then the Russian, then the German, etc.



Victory Conditions:
  If the German player takes and has in supply Kursk, while holding on to Bryansk, Konotop, Poltava, and Kharkov, he wins a normal victory.  If he additionally takes Tula or Voronezh, he wins a Smashing Strategic Victory worth 2 games.
  If the Russian player takes both Orel and either Bryansk, Konotop, Poltava, or Kharkov, while holding on to all his own victory cities, he wins.  If he takes 3 or all 4 of those cities, he wins a Smashing Strategic Victory worth 2 games.

Game-Turn Sequence - Note the asymmetric sequences:
·	A. Replacements and Reinforcements
·	B. German Player-Turn/Operations:
·	1. Entrenchment of UnDisrupted German infantry korps and Panzerkeil formation of eligible panzer units already stacked together
·	2. Operational Movement and Attack Allocations
·	3. Recover from Disruption any non-Guards Russian units faced toward the German player not being attacked, if they are in supply.
·	4. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat - and immediate second attacks for units in Panzerkeil formation on a DE combat result.  If defending Russian non-Guards units are not re-Disrupted by a combat result repeat Step 3.
·	5. Blitzkrieg - German Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 2. (-1 OMF), and 4. are repeated for German units which have not yet moved or attacked.  Already Disrupted units which are not re-Disrupted stay Disrupted.
·	6. Russian Victory Determination
·	7. Supply Status Determination Phase for German units
·	8. Recovery from Disruption of all German units in supply.
·	B. Russian Player-Turn/Operations:
·	1. Entrenchment of UnDisrupted Russian armies and Emplacement of UnDisrupted Russian Artillery Korps
·	2. Operational Movement and Attack Allocations
·	3. Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Retreats and Advances after Combat.
·	4. Proriv! - Russian Operational Breakthrough:  Steps 2. above (-1 OMF) and 3. are repeated for Russian units which have not yet moved or attacked.
·	6. Supply Status Determination Phase for Russian units.
·	7. German Victory Determination
·	8. Recovery from Disruption of all Russian Guards units in supply.

Research sources:
Battle of Kursk, Univ. of Kansas Press, 1999, by David Glantz and Jonathan House
Kursk, SPI Games, 1980, by Eric Goldberg (with some serious research assistance by me and National Archives' Richard Gould)
Kurskaya Bitva, 1970, by I.V. Parotkina (and G.A. Koltunov, but not Koltunov's own beautiful 1970 red-bound Kurskaya Bitva with the album of excellent, highly detailed maps)



Only for discussion/consideration - NOT part of the rules:

Does a Kursk game really REALLY need air combat?  Rudel and all that?  Thinking ... thinking.  (Don't tell Airpower Joe Miranda about this.  :-) )

Germans have 2 air units:  4th and 6th Luftflottes - 6th in the south should have Rudel, who can destroy a Russian tank corps.  Russians have 3:  2nd, 5th, and 16th Air Armies.  

AIRPOWER - the dreaded Stukas:
An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  .
					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D-Rudel		D			Russian Shot Down
2	5		D			D			Russian Intercepted
3	4		D			D*			Russian Intercepted
4	3		D*			-			Intercepted		
5	2		-			-			LuftwaffeIntercepted
6	1		AA			AA			LuftwaffeShotDown

Air Combat Results:
Airstrike:  An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to its bottom - antiaircraft-capable units first. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  Russian air units may not be combined.
Notes:
An air unit may be used only once offensively and only once defensively per game-turn:  for ground attack and interception.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place: they cannot be retreated farther as in a ground combat D result.  Air-to-air results take effect immediately.
Shot Down = Air unit out of game until 2 player-turns later.  Intercepted = Mission prevented but neither unit shot down.
D* = "-" result if attacking panzer/armor or any units which are entrenched, in forest, or behind a fortification line. 
Range:  German air units may attack enemy units as far away as 7 hexes from a friendly city or town in supply.  For Russian air units, the range is 5 hexes from friendly city or town in supply.



